Rib Cartilage Characterization in Patients Affected by Pectus Excavatum
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ABSTRACT

Pectus excavatum (PE) is the most frequent anterior chest deformity which may be frequently associated with connective tissue disorders. We performed microscopic analyses to better understand cartilage behavior and obtain clues on its pathogenesis. In 37 PE patients, none with Marfan syndrome, we analyzed costal cartilage by light microscopy, immunohistochemistry and transmission electron microscopy. Control tissue specimens were harvested from four patients without any connective tissue disease. In both control and PE patients, chondrocytes were on the average $<15$ $\mu$m in diameter and occupied $<10\%$ of tissue volume; in most cases the extracellular matrix was stained by alcian blue, instead of safranin; no difference between PE and control samples was significant. All samples showed an uneven collagen type II immunolabeling both within the cells and pericellular matrix, and occasionally of the territorial matrix. In all cases numerous cells underwent apoptosis accompanied by matrix condensation as shown by electron microscopy. Our results suggest that matrix composition and the cell number and size of costal cartilage are dependent on the subject and not on the disease; the microscopic organization of cartilage is correlated with the stabilization of the defective shape rather than with the onset of the deformity. Anat Rec, 00:000–000, 2013. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Pectus excavatum (PE) is characterized by prominent depression of the sternum and adjacent costal cartilages, generally extending from the third to seventh rib. It accounts for $\sim90\%$ of the congenital deformities of the chest wall and has been estimated to have an incidence of 1 in 300 to 1 in 1,000 live births, with a male/female ratio of $\sim4:1$ (Cartoski et al., 2006; Tocchioni et al., 2012).

The chest wall depression usually becomes evident within the first year of life and increases in severity during pubertal spurt (Jaroszewski et al., 2010; Brochhausen et al., 2012). It is associated with a characteristic morphology: the patients are thin, tall, with abdominal protrusion and shoulders which are bent forward, a typical posture which may lead to or aggravate scoliosis. Dyspnea, fatigue, chest pain and palpitations may be present in some patients (Brochhausen et al., 2012). About 40\% patients with PE have family members affected by various skeletal deformities: PE, other sternal defects (Jaroszewski et al., 2010; Tocchioni et al., 2012). PE is frequently associated with heritable connective tissue diseases, especially Marfan syndrome (MFS) or MASS phenotype (mitral valve prolapse, non-progressive aortic enlargement, skeletal and skin alterations), which it is present in about 70\% of PE cases.
Thirty-seven consecutive patients affected by PE, of whom eight female, aged between 12 and 20 years, none

with concurrent MFS, were operated at our institution from June 2011 to July 2012 with a minimally invasive technique (Nuss, 1998). Before the operation, every patient underwent chest nuclear magnetic resonance scan, electrocardiography, echocardiography, respiratory function evaluation. Moreover, we sought any clinical sign of connectivopathy according to a validated score (Glesby et al., 1989; Tocchioni et al., 2012) (Table 1). In strict agreement with Institutional Review Board approval we collected at surgery costal cartilage and skin samples from PE and one control patient without chest deformity who underwent a thoracic surgical procedure in the same time frame; three further control samples suitable for just light microscopy were obtained from archival biopsies of the University Pathology Department. Part of each specimen from patients and from the recently operated control was fixed in phosphate-buffered, 10% formalin, pH 7.4, for light microscopy, part was fixed in phosphate buffered 2% (w/v) formaldehyde and 2.5% (w/v) glutaraldehyde for electron microscopy.

Light Microscopy

For light microscopic and histochemical analyses the specimens were dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in paraplast. Sections about 6-μm thick were deparaffinized and rehydrated. Cartilage sections were stained with hematoxylin-eosin, alcian blue pH 2.5-safranin pH 1, or with an indirect immunoperoxidase method for collagen II upon antigen retrieval (see below for details). For alcian blue-safranin staining the sections were rinsed in 3% acetic acid, stained 30 min with 1% (w/v) alcian blue (Bio-Optica, Milan, Italy) in 3% acetic acid, rinsed again in 3% HCl, stained 5 min with 0.3% (w/v) safranin O (Bio-Optica) in 0.125 mol L⁻¹ HCl and rinsed in distilled water. This technique allows for an—albeit approximate—estimate of the distribution of highly sulfated glycosaminoglycans (safranine stained) and medium-to-not sulfated glycosaminoglycans (alcian blue stained). All stained sections were dehydrated, cleared and mounted in synthetic medium (Eukitt®, Fluka Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany).

Morphometry

The relative volume of cells in the tissue was estimated from digitized photomicrographs of hematoxylin-eosin stained sections, taken with a 10× objective in a Leitz (Wetzlar, Germany) microscope equipped with a ProgRes C10plus camera (Jenoptik, Jena, Germany), by point counting with a square lattice test system with 500 points per mm² of tissue at final magnification 36,000×. The cell diameter was estimated from the
same sections, upon thresholding to delineate the cell profile and measuring the cell section area with Image J (v 1.42; NIH, Bethesda, MD), at final magnification 33.65 nm/pixel; the diameter was computed from 
\[ D = 2(A/\pi)^{1/2} \]. The relative volume of alcianophilic and respectively safraninophilic extracellular matrix was measured on digitized photomicrographs of alcian blue-safranine stained sections, as follows: the red stain was transformed into white with Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA), then the color was transformed into gray levels followed by thresholding and the surface area of black and white zones were measured with Image J (NIH), at final magnification 33.65 nm/pixel.

**Immunohistochemistry**

For antigen retrieval and collagen type II immunostaining the following steps were followed: removal of paraffin and hydration; citrate buffer 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\), pH 5.6, 15 min at 95°C in a water bath; cooling for 25 min and rinsing in distilled water; hydrogen peroxide 5 min, followed by rinsing in distilled water; 1.5% (w/v) serum albumin (Sigma, Milan, Italy) in 0.1 mol L\(^{-1}\) phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 (PBS), with 0.5% (v/v) Triton X-100 (Triton-PBS), 30 min at room temperature; anti-Col2 antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, UK; ab 3092, lot #GR83080-1), 1:100 in Triton-PBS, overnight at 4°C, followed by
rinsing twice in 1% (w/v) serum albumin in PBS; polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse Ig, biotinylated (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark; #E0464), 1:300 in PBS with 1.5% (w/v) serum albumin, 30 min at room temperature, followed by rinsing twice in PBS; revelation of peroxidase activity with DAB enhanced liquid substrate system (Sigma, #D3939), followed by rinsing twice in distilled water; dehydration and mounting in synthetic medium.

Transmission Electron Microscopy

For electron microscopy, the specimens were osmicated and embedded in epoxy resin. Sections about 1-μm thick were stained with alkaline toluidine blue and used to select the areas for electron microscopic analysis. Sections about 70-nm thick were stained with lead acetate and uranyl acetate and observed in a JEM 1010 electron microscope (Jeol, Tokyo, Japan), at 80 kV.

Statistics

Analysis of variance was used for all comparisons, with significance level set at $P < 0.05$.

RESULTS

In cartilage, chondrocytes appeared mainly isolated or in very small isogenic groups, only exceptionally made by more than three cells. The variable volume fraction occupied by cells depended primarily on cell size rather than on cell number. Chondrocyte size was very heterogeneous in controls and especially large in archive controls of those subjects which were younger than patients. Moreover, cell size, was within the size range of patients in one control within the age range of patients (Fig. 1A,B,D).

Upon alcian blue-safranin staining, the cartilage was alcianophilic near the perichondrium whilst safraninophilic areas were found in several cases in the deeper areas. We found a marked variability among cases in the extent of safraninophilic areas and their distribution (small areas around cells or large inter-territorial areas). Lack of safranin staining was found in four patients, whilst only in two cases alcianophilic areas were restricted to a small portion of tissue. In common with patients, a variable distribution of alcianophilia and safraninophilia was found also in controls (Fig. 1C,E,F).

Quantitative analyses on chondrocytes and extracellular matrix did not show any significant differences between patients and controls. With increasing age, among patients, the cell diameter tended to grow and the relative volume of cells in the tissue and distribution of alcianophilic areas in the matrix tended to decrease, however no correlation reached significance (Table 2; Fig. 2).

Immunohistochemical tagging of collagen type II was seen in cell cytoplasm, in pericellular areas and, to a variable extent, in the interterritorial matrix, in both patients and controls (Fig. 3).

At transmission electron microscopy, in both patients and control cartilage chondrocytes were usually small, poor in organelles, with abundant glycogen and occasional, huge lipid droplets. Only occasionally there were chondrocytes rich in rough endoplasmic reticulum and with extended Golgi apparatus. A thin pericellular zone contained chondrocyte microvilli and little electron-opaque granules corresponding to proteoglycans; a territorial zone hosted thin collagen fibers and proteoglycan granules; and interterritorial zone had thick collagen fibers and less evident proteoglycan granules. A real pericellular capsule was never detected. Small (ca. 100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cell diameter (μm)</th>
<th>Relative volume of cells</th>
<th>Relative volume of alcianophilic matrix (%)</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controls</td>
<td>43.25 ± 21.11</td>
<td>9.25 ± 4.19</td>
<td>68.67 ± 23.42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectus excavatum</td>
<td>35.71 ± 15.32</td>
<td>6.65 ± 2.83</td>
<td>58.07 ± 26.77</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P$ not significant for all parameters.
nm in diameter), membrane bound, round globules with electron dense content were sometimes found in the territorial and in the neighboring interterritorial matrix, with features of so called matrix vesicles Cells were also seen in variable stages of apoptosis, from nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation alternate with vacuoles to blebbing and eventual fragmentation into small electron-opaque vesicles, at all similar to matrix vesicles but collectively delineating the ghost of a cell (Fig. 4). The extracellular matrix intermingled with apoptotic remnants progressively acquired interterritorial features, with many thick collagen fibers and few proteoglycan granules (Fig. 3). Small, occasional fibrillary aggregates were found in just a few cases.

We could not find any correlation between the clinical severity and the cartilage histological features of patients.

**DISCUSSION**

The main achievement of our study was finding a great variability in the morphologic, morphometric and histochemical features of rib cartilage among a quite high number of patients; these results would have escaped recognition in a smaller sample of cases.

However, upon detailed analysis, we did not discover any specific feature in PE cartilage but rather found signs of cartilage reorganization with time, through cell death and matrix condensation.

The results upon proteoglycan staining have been at variance with those of David et al. (2011), who found most control cartilages to be safraninophilic and the majority (82%) of PE cartilage to be almost exclusively alcianophilic. The patients studied by David et al. (2011) were younger than those analyzed here (age range, 5–18 years vs. 12–20 years), which may explain in part the differences in the results obtained, although within the age range of our patients no correlation between age and histological parameters reached significance. Indeed, our data showed, by increasing age, a tendency to an increase in cell diameter and a decrease in relative volume of cells and in relative volume of alcian blue positive, safranin negative areas.

Surprisingly we found many apoptotic remnants of chondrocytes in our specimen. At the end of the process, they were represented by clusters of small blebs, similar in size and structure to matrix vesicles and delineating the shape, or rather the ghost of a cell. This behavior upon apoptosis may be interpreted as a consequence of the high viscosity of the extracellular matrix and the lack of ameboid movements by chondrocytes, which impairs the approaching of living cells to apoptotic bodies and the phagocytosis of the latter. The small blebs would therefore eventually and progressively dissolve in the matrix, as is supposed for matrix vesicles, which have been proposed to contain enzymes linked to the remodeling of matrix far from cells (Stockwell, 1975). Similar findings have been correlated to chondrocyte apoptosis in thyroid cartilage (Claassen et al., 2009). In the areas of the remnants, collagen fibrils intermingle with the blebs and become more abundant and thick with the decrease in number of the blebs; it may be supposed that the final blebbing represents the conclusion of a process that the cells perform even while perfectly healthy, that is, independently of PE. It is worth noticing that a pericellular capsule was never seen in costal cartilage and that the transition between the pericellular, the territorial and the interterritorial matrix was smooth. The lack of a capsule is at variance with what is known for the chondrocytes of joint cartilage (Stockwell, 1975; Poole et al., 1987). This evidence underscores the difficulty of transferring information from joint cartilage to that elsewhere in the body, where the mechanical load is lower and with different distribution over time.

Occasional alterations of collagen fibrils, such as fibrillary aggregates, were found here as just minor and inconstant findings and therefore should be considered irrelevant to PE pathogenesis.
One strength of our report is that most previous studies on the fine structure and histochemistry of cartilage have focused on joint cartilage. Differently from articular one, costal cartilage is surrounded by a perichondrium—which provides for oxygenation, nutrient and waste exchange and tissue growth—and is not subjected to heavy and quickly variable load. Moreover rib cartilage is not organized into layers depending on the distribution of mechanical load.

The preferred hypothesis for the development of PE has long been primary overgrowth of costal cartilage (Sweet, 1944; Fokin et al., 2009), until Nakaoka et al. (2010) measured costal cartilage length on three-dimensional reconstructions from computerized tomography, in PE patients and control subjects, and found that costal cartilage in PE patients is no longer than in healthy controls.

Of the reports which have investigated the pathogenesis of PE (Rupprecht et al., 1987; Feng et al., 2001; Creswick et al., 2006; Jaroszewski et al., 2010; David et al., 2011), only a few have focused on the structural analysis of rib cartilage, which may be relevant for the pathogenesis of this deformity, and few studies have addressed the histological features of rib cartilage even in control subjects.

Stacey et al. (2012) have shown that both control and PE costal cartilage is characterized by small isogenic

Fig. 4. Electron microscopy of control and pectus excavatum cartilage. A–C: control cartilage of an 11-year old control child. D–E: cartilage of patients respectively 12 (B) and 13-years old (C, D). Asterisks = pericellular area (cell capsule); # = territorial matrix, characterized by relatively thin, loosely packed collagen fibrils preferentially concentric to cells and surrounded by interterritorial matrix with thicker and densely packed collagen fibrils running in all directions. A, D: viable chondrocytes. B, E: apoptotic remnants of chondrocytes; in advanced cases, marked by marked fragmentation and dispersion of apoptotic bodies (E), the extracellular matrix interspersed with the remnants shows features of interterritorial matrix. Details of interterritorial matrix are given in panels C and F. Bar = 5 μm for panels A, B, D, E and 1 μm for panels C, F.
groups (ca. 90% cells were single or in doublets) and that centrally located cells produce higher amounts of aggregan than peripheral cells. Feng et al. (2001) have also found similar staining properties by safranin between control and PE cartilage, with a tendency to heavier staining of the deep than the superficial areas, nor did they find relevant differences in cell structure between control and PE cartilage at light and electron microscopy; upon this latter analysis, they described a more irregular distribution of collagen fibrils in the deep areas of PE than of control cartilage, which was not confirmed by the present study.

In early stages of our research on PE, we analyzed also rib bone and skin specimens in order to check for possibly relevant histopathological features. Before undergoing minimally invasive surgical procedure under thoracoscopic guidance, every patient underwent a thorough clinical check and we were unable to find any kind of correlation between histopathological and clinical features, nor found hints in that direction in the literature. Moreover, rib cartilage was evaluated by means of pre-operative chest nuclear magnetic resonance: we were not able to find any difference in terms of breadth and length, when compared with healthy controls from the same age group, as reported in previous descriptions (Nakaoka et al., 2010).

The present results implement and in part confirm the studies mentioned above, inasmuch they demonstrate the peculiarities of costal cartilage as compared with the articular cartilage (Stockwell, 1975; Poole et al., 1987) and do not show peculiarities for PE which may be possibly explicative of its pathogenesis.

Our findings rather suggest that the costal cartilage undergoes a morphological stabilization with time through a decrease in cell density and condensation of the collagen meshwork, thus making its shape definitive whether normal or dysmorphic.

In conclusion, since neither morphology at different levels of analysis nor biochemistry have yet succeeded to identify specific features of PE costal cartilage, it seems reasonable to propose—for the moment being—that only dynamic forces are at work leading to chest deformation and that cartilage metabolism just fixes the shape that has been achieved.
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